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New York Fashion Week Powered By Art Hearts Fashion
at The Angel Orensanz Event Space in NYC
New York City, 30.09.2018, 04:11 Time
USPA NEWS - New York Fashion Week powered by Art Hearts Fashion took place at the spectacular Angel Orensanz Event
Space from September 6th – 10th. This marvelous spectacle is held in New York City every February and September.
New York Fashion Week powered by Art Hearts Fashion took place at the spectacular Angel Orensanz Event Space from
September 6th – 10th. This marvelous spectacle is held in New York City every February and September. New York Fashion
Week powered by Art Hearts Fashion is, and I quote, “a leading platform created for designers and artists” [1] who want to
display their stylish and latest collections in a modern fashion week setting.
Fashion collections from all over the world are shown to buyers, the press and the general spectators.[2] Thirty- three
international designers exhibited their terrific collections on one among the preeminent visually gorgeous runways at NYFW.
AHF invited me to this mesmerizing and incredible event. I am very proud to mention I was capable of covering the entire
show from 5 pm to 10 pm. I mingled with new folks, made new friends, and, moreover, I also admired great works of art at The
Angel Orensanz Foundation. I met Angel Orensanz, an extraordinarily gifted Spanish sculptor and painter and founding father
of The Angel Orensanz Foundation, in person.
Art Hearts Fashion events, and I quote, “have been held coast to coast as a national platform for designers” [3] to showcase
in cities like New York, Miami, Los Angeles, and beyond. This excellent organization was established in the year 2011 by
philanthropist and designer Erik Rosete, who, and I quote, “for many years had been a manager at IMG”, [4] an agency
responsible of creating numerous fashion-show events around the globe.
The show on September 7th presented designers’ collections in blocks of three. I had the pleasure of photographing the
collections of Janay Deann Designs, Femata Couture, Maria Elena Couture, Rebecca Justh, House of Byfield, Sarene Fu,
Madeline Stuart 21 Reasons Why, Surprise Performance, and Lila Nikole.
Moreover, all models were glamorous sparkling stars walking through a heavenly aisle in an astral quadrant of the Milky Way.
All designers displayed, furthermore, extensive knowledge of their textiles; they created a vast assortment of fantastically
creative outfits. They brought intensity, charm, and heterogeneity to the show. All attires displayed energetic colors and
distinctive fabrics that fit the various shapes to perfection.
Art Heart Fashion has grown, and I quote, “to become the top platform in the art and fashion community.” [5] According to
Ariel (IMDb Mini Biography), and I quote, “Art Hearts Fashion events are highly supported by celebrities and have become a
premiere platform for designers and artists to showcase their work.” [6] Furthermore, the organization has been a prevalent
creative force that has shaped New York Fashion Week's course for ten years as a philanthropic and charitable organization
dedicated to bringing financial support for great causes.
Their impressive shows are always widely praised by the local audience and prominent celebrities as well. This memorable
year, Art Hearts Fashion joyfully celebrated their 10th Season Anniversary. New York Fashion Week powered by Art Hearts
Fashion, as a whole, was an exceedingly enlightening event that proved, moreover, how much fashion culture can be found on
the streets of New York City.
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